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PREFACE 

Education in its effort to socialize all subjects into 

a core curriculum had many problems of adjusting sorne of the 

key courses. Mathematics is not the least of these. We have, 

for instance, witnessed algebra taken out of a freshman cu.rri- 

culum ad general mathematics put in its place where students 

have had no choice of what they wish to take. In effect all 

freshman are put into general mathematics. 

The aptitudes ol' ma?y pupils are not equal to a course 

where a smattering of many fields of mathematics is thrust 

on them without analysis of what these pupils can do or what 

they will most need. The ability of other pupils should 

give them Efl opportunity to choose the course of study they 

plan to follow. By finding what relation certain specific 

abilities have to functional mathematics it might be possible 

to 2nalyze and predict what would guarantee or encourage suc- 

cess In mathematics, or what procedures for adjustment could 

be made. In other words, what provision can be planned for 

lack of or ability for mathematics. 

By choosing some aptitudes that might have direct bear- 

ing on what constitutes such ability arid testing individual 

pupils, the writer has attempted to show the relative corre- 

lation of these various aptitudes with functional thinking. 

1. 
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CHAPTER ON 

INTODUCTIOI' 

TI GENERAL PROBLF2L--The resulting confusion that many pupils 

experienced, when put into a general mathematics class, where 

no segregration took place except by accident, has brought to 

attention the fact that sorne future plan must contain niore 

specific analysis of the pupils' aptitude. 

Educational programs are always set up originally for 
the teaching of human beings. They are designed to give 
individual learners those patterns of conduct and per- 
sonality whic3 th community considers desirable. They 
are directed towards total behavior chancing goals. i 

It appears therefore that the high school is not 
adapting itself to the inequalities in native mental en- 
dowment of its students as well as it should, nor as 
well as the elementary school;...On the face of our re- 
suits it appears that many students in high schools are 
working far below their best standard of attainment and 
so re acquiring habits of laziness and ineffeciency be- 
cause their work is ill adapted to their mental strength 
and needs. 2 

There is too, the pupil for whom mathematics has a true 

repulsion and investigation oÍ' the background of such a feel- 

ing seems desirable. 
There are some people, it is true, who seem to have 

an incurable antipathy toward. mathematics ir any form, 
nd in such cases little is to be gained by making the 

subject compulsory beyond the point of obvious utilitarian 
values unless this antipathy can be overcorie. The 
potential values of the subject are so conâiderable, how- 
ever, that every encouragment should b- given to stu- 
dents to carry on their work in this field even though 
it may not be required. 3 

I.Charles H. Butler arid F. Lynwood ren, The Teaching of Sec- 
ondary Mathematics,(Nw York: cGraw-Hill B 00k Company, l941),p.29. 
2.W. F. Book, The Intelligenee o± High School Seniors, (Tew 
York; The Macril1an Co., 1922), p. 54. 
3. Op. Cit., Butler and Wren, p. 71. 
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Teachers have many problems to solve, real problems, and 

perplexing ones. Many oÍ them can be partially if not wholly 

solved by means of investigation reQuiring more time than the 

teacher can afford, however in scores of actual cases, by 

means of informal investigation a solution, although not ideal, 

has helped remove the existing difficulties. 

Since pu: ils do not learn with equl facility nor t er'ual 

rates, there must be provision for individual differences. 

Effective instruction cannot be guaranteed by any single 
simple formula, it goes without saying that, if instruction 
is to be really effective, the subject matter must be se- 
lected and organized in such a way as to make it appro- 
priate and suited to the age and must be presented in i 

understandable and interesting way, and there must be 
provision for ample practice. Skills and concepts once 
developed must be maintained through reaplication and not 
allowed to deteriorate through disuse. 4 

Tese considerations involve careful planning and adequate 

testing of outcomes. Testing has been in use as long as ed- 

ucation has existed, but it has been used in the schools pri- 

manly -s a means for assigning marks. Only in recent years 

has there come a general recognition that the use of' test may 

be used not to measure th results of instruction but also to 

improve instruction, and there is a widespread and growing fe el- 

Ing that this, after all, should be regcrded as the iot im- 

portant service which they can render. 

The nuiber of slow pupils entering the ninth grade hs 

ben increasing year by year and the percentage of failures 

in ninth year algebra classes has been steodily rising. 

4. Ibid., p. l2. 
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Compulsory education laws have tended to bring in- 
to the schools all levels of mental ability. This has add- 
ed to the work oÍ the teacher and increased the need. for 
thorough professional tralning....Ability grouping has 
become the regular policy of many school systems and, 
even where this is not possible, the pupils are urged to 
progress at their own speed. 5 

The waste in these failures and in the increasing number 

of repeaters in algebra give clear indication of the need f 

a real solution of the problem. 

There wis a feeling that since these pupils could not 

successfully do the work in algebra, they must have sDecial 

aptitude in work requiring manual dexterity. Hence it became 

customary to transfer them from algebra to pure or practical 

rt courses. For a while this was considered a partial sol 

tion. It relieved the situation in the algebra classes and 

made it possible to give more attention to the interest of the 

more rapid learning pupil. Unfortunately there were three 

circumstances which militated against the success of the pl 

1. The slow pupil was frequently failing in other 
academic subjects besides algebra. 

2. Shop, art, nd home-economieS teachers denied any 
surerioity of the slow pupil in theii work. 

3. It was apparent that this attemted solution fail- 
ed to give weight to the needs of the slow pupil. 

In mathematics several plans were tried and discard- 
ed for one reason or another. These were: lower pass- 
ing standards in algebra, elimination of difficult mat- 
erial, the contract plan, and a slower pace. None of 
these offered a solution that ws satisfactory in all 
respects. Jll were basd on a modification only of the 
courses ir algebra and hence failed to provide for the 
needs of the slow purils. 

5. Ibid., p. 227 



At the same time, as so f.r as a plan provided. slower, 
more d.eliberate teaching o± algebra for the slow learn- 

ing pupi,it failed to provide for the pace oÍ the more 
rapid learner. For this reason it ws decided to form 
special classes for the slow group. It was felt that 
thus the bright puil would no longer be compèlied to 
waste time while the slower pupil received the pain- 
staking instruction he needed. On the other hand it w 
evident that the slow learning pupil could study topics 
in mathematics more withing his needs, interest, and 
abilities than he could 1f he studied the mathematics 
that the college preparatory course offered. 6 

Individual instruction is, of course, the ideal method 

of aiding the slow or giving the brilliant student the benefit 

of our pí..st exeriences, however the impossibility of this Is 

obvious and the next best thing is to divide same age groupe 

Into somewhat similar mental groups. 

In grouping within grades we reach the most accurate ad- 

justment to the. needs of pupils snort of individual instruction. 

It is the last out of' classification of the part of 
administrator and in it the teacher's function likewise 
becomes prominent. The teacher is entitled to the bene- 
fits of segregration, regrading, arid grouping within 
grades and should work to support these measure. For by 
them the teacher's task of reeching the individual Is 
reduced to workable dimentions. 7 

Regrouping a class o individuals must of necessity take 

into consideration the differences in Intelligence, achieve- 

ment E.rd aptitudes. 

There are important and signiÍ1cant differences amorg 
individuals relative to their achievement in the subject. 
ps indicated these difterences are otten, Ii Indeed not 
primarily, due to dii'Íerences with rnatnematicaJ. material 
especiaLLy organized or slow pupils have shown that 
these individual can learn some mathematics. e 

L Virgil s. Mallory, Teachers College Contributions To Education, 
(New Yorx: Columbia University Press, 1939), p. 1. 

7. ,iohn C. Almack, Reaearcii and Tiiesis Writing, (Boston: Houghton 
MifÍ'lln Company, 1930) p. 293. 
8. Harry li. Benze, Joint Yearbook American Education Research 
Issociation and the Department of Classroom Teachers, Secondary 
i:athcmatics, (Wasnington D.C.: ìational Education Association, 
February, 1939), p. 204. 



If mathematics is to uiake its full contribution in the 

attainment of such objectives .s tz.ose outlined under this pre- 

sent-day educational piiilosohy, teachers o ftatbematics will 

have to arouse themselves from a static satisíaction in trie 

histcricai perlection of their subject to a dynamic realiza- 

tiori of the need for the lormulation cI its content into units 

of instruction that are vital and timely in tueir signiíigance. 

Teacners of mathematics are under particular tempta- 
tian to succumb to tnis lure of presentation of Íacts br 
their own sake. Tnis is because a mathematical lact, at 
least one of the kind commonly taught in sonools, has a 
peculiar quality oi respectability.....In aaaition to tnis 
danger, teachers oí mathematics also xace a peculiar ap- 
portunity. When they accept the purpose oi a genuinely 
social education and work wnoleheartedly toward tue achieve- 
ment of that purpose, they lind ix their subject an instru- 
ment of great educational utility. They can teach mathe- 
maties br direct application. To a wide variety 0± practi- 
cal problems and inairect application to countless others. 
They can employ it to direct trie carerul thinidng in social 
situations upon whicn a good society must be bssed. When 
tney meet tnis opportunity intelligently, they lind their 
subject expanding and growing more valuable with every 
practical educational use. 9 

The generai :ovement 01 introducing a course lor freshmen 

mathematic pupils in whien trie objective is socialized anó not 

very specific has proven too coniusin to not warrant some sort 

01 investigation. 
As a result oi the general mathematics movement in trie 

junior nlgii sonad we lind triat trie mathematics courses have 
been changed rron the formal compartmental arrangement to 
studies witn concrete beginnings, less scientific rigor, 
ore development, more provisions lor individual differences, 

9. p_p. Cit., Butler and Viren, p. 27. 
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and better lusion of re!atea topics. Ïiiis eliort to pre- 
sent tne matnematics ci' the junior high school ira a rused 
course has not been without its rather severe critics. 
Tnere are tfose who ieel that it is too much oa a hodge- 
podge of superficialities that tends to general weakening 
of the subject content. 10 

The scientific method Is universally employed in the re- 

search process. It follows a systerntic plan, beginning with 

hypothesis, and passing in order to the collection of facts, 

the classification of tacts, and generalization from facts. 

The observations of which science is made iust be 
valid and objective. Valid observations are authentic, 
true; they are what they purport to be. heliable observa- 
tions are accurate, without significant error. Validity 
is established by proof that the sources oi trie aata are 
genuine, onu, if measurement and counting are employed, 
tnat these genuine sources nave oeen used. Reliability 
is dependent chiefly upon iour lactors; objectivity, a 

limited field, accurate enumeration and measurement, and 
careiul records. li. 

Certain procedures o.L investigation are sometimes given 

tne status of independent metnous. mong tiiese are the case 

study,te"genetic, the comparative, the survey, the summary, 

and the device kncwn as te q.uesticnaire. 

A critical examination of the minor methods enumerated 
shows wheter they are inadequate as methods of inductive 
science, or that they are identical with one of the standard 
metriod, historical, experimental, and norfflaive--particulax 
-:i 

tAie last. As Independent metriods they do not result in 
generalization; they tend rather to go from the general to 
tne particular. The questionaire has a uselul foundation 
in applied studies, but is is very limited in value as a 
vehicle ci researcn. The probabilities are so great tnat 
the results will prove inadequate and unreliable that it 
should be avoided in tnesis making, except as a last resort.12 

lo. Ibid., p. 29. 
11. up. oit., Almack, p. 
12. IDid., p. 83. 



Trie statistical method oí scientiiic proceaure in research 

is rounded upon the concept o individual difierences. 

It takes things as they are and classifies triem to make 
them yie.i.d desired information, whereas the experimental 
method employs the artiíicial control. o things to discover 
the trutri atout tnem. Consequently, the statistical method 
is especially good as a substitute br the experimental 
method or such problems as do not permit o controlled con- 
ditions. It is based on snmpling. hardly ever does the 
statistician nave data on aLL cases which he is studying. 
ie usually works with lacts about a selected ew which are 
known or supposed to be a typical sampling from the total 
group. He observes tris sampling and derives from it some 
kind of statistical lormula Íor predicting how the whole 
mass would also benave. It looks to what is coujinon rat.LIer 
than to what is unique. It seeks to derive rrom a nu.muer 
oí cases a general rule, law, or iormula whicn expresses a 
universal relationship tiiai holdb true or all eases o.í te hind. 13 

It has been said that "Íiures can't lie but liars cari 
figure." Also that there are three kinds o liars, "i.iars, 
damn liars, and statísticians.".....dalculatioLis are not 
ends in theìtselves but amateurs sometimes deliiit in juak- 
iI1 theni so, niucn as a sïall boy delights in whittling witii 
ìLi5 tirst pocket knife. acii calculation that is made 
ShOUld be made loT a dermite purpose1 

clearly seen before 
hand... .Someone has suggested tiia& trie statistician should 
beware o 1ettin his maheìuatics stuotier his common sense. 
That is, he should check 11±5 wor ior its logical soundness 
as well as ±'or its technical accuracy. .b'oriuulas and ±igur 
are fine as íar as they go, but they do not go the wo1e 
way. 14 

ThE SPECIiiC PhuiiUz.M--A representative group of pupils were se- 

lected from a class ot one hundred rreshinan in Tigard Union 

High School, Tigard, Oregon. This selection was of necessity 

maue from pupils in the writer's own classes because oi a dis- 

ruptioxi in their schedules i an other method of selection was 

used. 
13. Claude C. Crawford, The ieclrnique or hesear 
(Los Ange.Les;Tne TJniversit' or Sout:ern aliÍ'or 
14. Ibid., '. 18. 
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used. 

THE .THuD--The students registering in the ±ali were brouped 

into three groups according to IQ's based on the Otis Se1Í- 

Administrating Test., arid assigned to English classes according- 

ly. This viigit seem that they would naturally ±all into other 

classes the saine way but by examining the list it was Thund tnat 
they were mixed as iÍ they had never been separated. 

In checking the list of students who éil into -the testing 
program oÍ the researcher, lifty stucients were divided as 

lollows: Sevenbeexi iro.. the high and. low anu sixteen iroin the 

average or normal ci te class. Tue group tested, thereiore, 
was a nearly representative oi tue class as was possible. 

TEb AND T..EIR VALIDITL--Otis Classirication Test, revised, is 
the Beta test ot the Otis uicK-Scoring hiental Ability Tests, 

and is rurnisned in three alternative Ïorms, R, S, and T. The 

form used in the case ol this stuay was form R. 

A comparison was made between the Mental Ability Test oí 
tAie original Classification Test and the National Intelli- 
gence Tests and Eiaggarty Intelligence amination; .'elta s, 
from the scores of 286 pupils in (rades 4 to 8. The corre- 
lation between the National Intelligence Tests and the Mental 
Ability Test was .689, the correlation between the National 
Intelligence Tests and Delta was .92e, and the correlation 
between the Mental Ability Test and Delta 2 was .92?. Tne 
amount and approximate equality o these correlations suggest 
that tue three tests measure anDroximately tne same ability 
with approximately the same degree. ofvaiidlty. 15 

Traxier Silent Reading Test is in tour loris, three aI whicn 

are published. The three pubLisned forms are adapted for machine 

15. Artnur S. Otis, Manual ol Directions, Otis Classification test, 
(New York: YonJcers-on7-Hudson, 1941), p. 3. 



scoring with special answer sheets. 

The validity or test scores appears adequate... Compre- 
iension validity (story cotuprenension pI'is power of com- 
prehension) with a comDosite crieterion score was found to 

be .80... When compaeã with school marks the total score 
has a validity or .56. Analysis of individual items reveal- 
ed positive validity of all. 16 

Trie ous-cìiorling Test of Functional Thinking in iiathema- 

tics appears in two forms-A and b. i'orm A was used. in the case 

study presented. The proof of the validity of these tests ws not 

given t.ie manuals but cmparison between mental ability and 

mathematical functional thinking was made by tne originators of 

the test in their manual cf directions. 

Scores on this test of mathematical relationships correlate 
rather highly with ecores on a well-known intelligence test. 
The correlation is .66 between scores on Foria A ol. trie Fousi- 
Schorling Test aI Jfunctional Thinking in athematics and Form 
C of the Terman-MeNemar Test of Mental Ability for 22 pupils 

in Grade 10 of the national standardization population for 
the former test. There is also a substnntial correlation, 
.53, with scores on the Schorling-Clark-Porter Hundred 
Problem Arithmetic Test for an tenth graders in the same 
nationsl stendarization population. 17 

The MacQuarrie Test for Mechanical Ability is a battery of 

seven subtest providing objective measurement oi te aptitudes 

wiich underlie successful periormance of a wise variety of jobs 

o± a mechanical nature. 

The reliability of the test is reported as high, and, 

16. Oscar Crisen Buros, The Nineteen Forty Mental Measurements 

Yearbook, (Highland Park, New Jersey: The Mental Measurement 
Yearbook,194l.) p. l5l. 

1?. Judson W. Faust arid Raleigh Schorling, Manusi of Directions 
for Foust-Schorling Test of Panctional Thinking in Mathematics, 
(New York; Yonkers-on-Hudson, 1944), p. 4. 



under favorable conditi:ns, a validity as high as .80 has 

'been reDorted. 18 

Tne Test br Scientific Background was made up or a grouD 

of miscellaneous sttements, titty in all, from the fields or 

science in which students should have some basic knojedge from 

grade school instruction and every day observation. 

l8.Valter D. Scott, Robert C. Clôth'ier, Personnel Management, 

(ew York: McGraw-iili Book Copau:y, Inc., 1941) p. 381 
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CHAPTEXt TWu 

Correlation 0± Matnematical .blinctional Tninicing with 
Intelligence, Reading Comprehension, Scientific 

bacicground, and echanical Ability 

The fluctuations in a given series are seldom dependent 

uun a single factor or cause. Tue measurement of trie associa- 
fiori between such a series and several of trie variables caus- 

ing these Iluctuations or associateä with tie dependent variabi'e 

is known as multiple correlation. 
Lultiple correlation consists oi trie measurement oi 

the relationsnip or association between a dependent 
variable and two or more independent variables. The pro- 
cedure is similar to tnat br siipie correlation witn 
tue exception that other variables are added to the re- 
gression equation. i. 

The purposes of multiple correlation is to oetermine what 

correlation would result ii two or more scores were weighted 

in the most favorable proportions possible and triis coiposite 

score correlated with sorne third score, or criterion. or 

example: 

The investigator wisheu to predict success iii alge- 
bra. He izas already correlated intelligence Wit!t alge- 
bra grades, getting a coeíficient of say .54. he has 
correlateu aritiuietic arid algebra grdes, getting a co- 
efileient of say .68. Tue corre!ationibetween aritui- 
metic grades and intelligence iie has found to be, sr 
.37. AilS Droblem then is wietiier a weighting oi the 
arithmetic grades and the intelligence scores in the 
uLOSt favorable manner possible would result in better 
correlation than aritniuetic alone gave. 2 

1. i-±eruert Ar.:in and haymond h. Colton, $tatisticiÁet:Lods, 
(ew York; Barnes and I'oble, Incorporated, 1939), p. 94 
2. up. jit., Graw±ora, p. 233. 
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The chart given is the result o tabulating the various 

scores made, by rifty students, rourteeri years o± age, regist- 

cred in the Tigard Union High School, Tigard, Oregon, in tests 

to measure the relationship between matheriatici1 ±unetiona1 

thinking, intelligence, reading comprehension, scientific back- 

ground and mechanical ability. By converting all Ct the pro- 

duct sums of' Table II, Appendix A, into deviations from the 

dilferent means the labor of' computation Is materially lightened. 

This Is because any straight line fitted, 'by the method 

of' least squares always passes through the means of' the 

series and therefore asiintthe estimating equation becomes 

zero; ana since nere is one less constant to find, there 

is one less normal equation. 3 

To put the matter concretely, In our present rroblem the 

value of' the product moment may e computed rrom: 

P12 _______ - Z(x2) . E(X) (4) 
r': 

The "normal" equations wil now rEad: 

P12 = b1234 22 b13 24 23l4.E3 P24 (1) 

l3 b1234 P234 bl3.24 '32-b1423 P34 (2) 

p14 b1234 p24b13 24 p344b1423 
42 

(3) 

Thus the value of b may be obtained by solving the three 

equations simultaneously. 

3. 0p. Cit., Crawford, p. 238. 
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These equations may be simp.Liried by assuming the ori- 
gin to be at the point o averages and dividing both sides 
oI the equation by N. 4 

The Standard deviation may be obtained by the oilowing 

rormula; 

X2 

N 

2 

X 

5 

The coe1icient o multiple correlation is cQmputed by 

tue following iormula; 

ter. 

(5) 

b234 p12+b13.24 p13 
(6) 

2 
(i 

5 

etails or solution will be explained in the lollowing chap- 

it is not uncommon Thr two variables to be correlated with 

each other simply because each is dependent upon some third 

variable. or exauiple: 

If we should find a correlation between a student's 
notes and his grades, we would not know whether tile notes 
afiected the grades or wnether good notes and good grades 
were both due to high intelligence. The device by which 
we cari answer tis question is cl1ed partial correlation. 
It seeks to find what tne correlaiion between two variables 
would be if the effect oí a trird one were held constant. 

4. Op. Cit., krkin and Colton, p. 218. 
5. Ibid., pp. 218, 219. 
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Thus partial correlation serves sowewliat the same pur- 

pose in statisticJ. work as controlling conditions to 
hold ali variables constant except the one to be 

stuo plays in experimental work. Tne experiment 
woulu not allow these other variables to enter into 
the situation. The statistical study lets tnem operate 
as they will, and then discounts their influence by 
mesns of partial correlation. 6 

The coeIicient of partial correlation is a measure of 

tre relationship between the dependent ;r1able and one inde- 

pendent variable, when the Influence of the other independent 

variable ( or variabl) has theoretically been removed from 

both. 

The purpose of these coefficients is to show the relative 

importance of the different independent variables in explain- 

ing variations In the dependent variable. This is done by 

finding the extent to which correlation is incresed by the 

addition of another constant. More precisely, it may be said 

that the coefficient of partial determinatiOn ( the square of 

the coefficient of partial correlation ) Is the ratio between 

the increase in the variation of the computed values of the 

dependent variable resulting from introducing another Indepen- 

dent variable (that is, the net variation associated with 

that factor), and the variation that had not been explained 

before the introduction of the new factor. 

6. Qp. Cit., Crawford p. 231. 
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"The denominator of this ratio may also be regarded as tfie total 

variation w1uich trie new variable seeks to explain." 7 

7. FredericK E. roxton, and. .vudley J. Cowd.en, Applied eneral 
Statistics, (iew Yoric: }'rentice-Hall, Inc. 1942), p. 742, 743. 
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SliMS AND MEANS 

L.X1 2545 X2 = 5458.3 X3 
3334 1X4 = 3012 X5 2779 

i = 50.9 X2 107.2 X3 66.7 X4 
603 

X5 
55.58 

Product Sums, Correction Factors and Deviation Product Sums 

EX1 '171159 EX1X2= 
288090 EX1X3 181783 X1X4=168818 X1X5 149058 

XzX1 
=129541 ;x1 272722 X3x1= 168700.6 X4Z.X1 

=15311 Xi .141451 

:x =41608. x1x2 
15337.8 = 12082.4 x1x = 15507.2 xx5 7606.9 

£X= 571688 ZX2X3 
366900 2X2X4 326564 2X2X5298068 

x_x2 574103.3 Xx3 3572'71.5 X.x4 = 322765.93 X5297797.64 

- 

x = 24J,5.28 x2x3 
= 928.56 x2x4 

. 3798.1 x2x5 260.86 

x = 229607 i. XX 200840.2 iXX5 = 181899 

X3-x3 =2234444 x3_.x4 
:20188 x35 .185303.7 

zx x 3404.72 :x 6252.88 3 ix x 34 4347.84 ______________ 
X4X5 16'7406fr'96 : X4 ;X4 

190736 
: tZU 

x4x 935.96 
-3 

2 
x 

4 
: 9343.12 

z 1625.3 
. 

-- 

XX =154416.82 

x2 = 8096.18 
5 
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C}LAPTER Ti-IREE 

Computation 

Because the investigation Is oeing made for the purpose 

or ±incn out what ccnstitutes matì-iematical ability in or- 

der to segregate certain groups, the depenaent variables will 

be the results or the matneinatical Íunctional thinking test. 

The independent variables being intelligence, reading compre- 

hension and scientilic background. Because or the fact that 

more variables than tnree tend to lessen the reliability of 

the result, the researcier ias decided to cDrrelate the final 

test, mechanical ability, only, with the matnematical unc- 

tional thinking test. 

The standard deviation and probable error or each vari- 

able were computed rirst in order to have these ligures wnen 

needed In computing multiple and partial correlation. 

AL rormulae are taKen from Crowden and Croxton, Applied 

GeneraiStatistics. To rind the standard deviation (o) 

rererence Is made to ligures already computed in Chart I, page 

16. Xl Is the test ror matnematical ability, X2 the intelli- 

gence test, X3 reading coiprehension, X4 scientiiic background, 

and X5 the mechanical ability test. I' is the number ol cases. 

Using Ïormula (5) 

2 
I_l 

1 
171159 - 254b 
50 50 

Cl 18.62 
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I 
571688 /5358 

50 so 

= 10.69 

'1229697 
(2 

50 \5o) 

'E90786 c4 = O12\2 

I 

bO 50) 

Ç4 16.6 

'1 
162513 f2779 

50 so1 

cs 7.079 

The P. E. or probable error is computed by multiply the C 

by .6745. 

is 12.54 

Is 9.088 

P.L.ì. is 5.26 
'6 

is 11.32 

P.E.X5 IS 57r,8 

The rormula to rind the Multiple Correlation Is 

R1234 = b124 Pl2b1324 p13+b1423 P14 (3) 

I_ 2 
Cl 



Trie term b12 i.s i estimate oi variation in which the 

suc numbers preceeding tne decimal point represents trie variable 

or those numerals. When the other factors 0± the numbers 

following tne decimal are held constant. Tnis is known as nold.- 

ing sorne varia'o1es constant statistically, rather than ex- 

perimentally. 1 P12 etc. is the product moment ox the two 

variables or the subnumeral. (4) Other product moments are 

found by substituting vlues ol each variable respectively. So 

computing by logarithms the following results were obtained. 

Pl2 = 288090 2545 5358 
50 50 50 

P12 = 307.356 

i3 181783 45 3334 
50 50 50 

p13 _ 241.588 

p14 160818 2545 3012 
50 50 50 

p14 3l0Tl44 

p23 366900 5358 3334 
50 50 50 

P23 192.55 

p24 = 326564 5358 3012 
50 50 50 

P24 75.9616 
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p34 = 305188 3334..3012 
50 50 50 

p34 = 86..2$ 

By solving the following equations simultane we can 

rind the values oi D1234 ; b134 ; b14.23 

Pl2 b12 3422 + b1324 p 4.23 P24 (7) 

l3 b12.34 P23 + b1324 -i- bj423 P34 (8) 

P14 b1234 P24 -i- b1324 P34 ± b42 2 

To avoid coniusion wé will use the 

y b13.24; z = b1423 

I 307.4 48.3 x + 192.6 y + 76 

II.. 241.6 196.6 x 105 y -. 87 

III 3l0.OG 76 x + 87 y.pl8? 

First equatìon we may eliminate x by 

and equation number II by 48.3. By worki 

a good deal oi calculation and he value 

b1234 = .1463 

b1324 1.354 

b1423 .3968 

own x b 12.34; 

z 

z 

z 

multiplying by 192.6 

.g with logs this saves 

bund. are: 

Using these values we are now reaayto compute R1234, or 
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multiple correlation. Using lormula (6) 

R1234 = (.1463) (3O7.35)-i-(l.354 (241.59)-j-C .3958) (310.25) 
344.71 

R1234 = .7711 

This is sorne Indication that the tour tactors usea nave 

some correlation and. if we siioula eliuinate the Íou.rth iactor 

or scientiíic background a multiple corre1aion would only be: 

2 
R123 x 1.23 

(±0) 

2 xl 

R1 .5708 

lí, each ractor is correlated with the constant lactor 

(mathematical ability) eacì added ±actor tends to increase 

the correlation. Tiìus we see by partial correlationi 

2 
b2 C2 

(II) 
j2r34 = 

b1254('2 o (1-R1.) 
2 d-2 2 

12r4 = .3384 

2± 



 By using ±ormula (11) and. correla&ing tue d111erent 

inlependent variables with the mathematical functional 
tixikin- we Llave t:e following results. 

2 
13r24 = .36O 

= _____ 
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CHAPT.R FOUR 

Conclusion 

Perhaps the reader will be surrrised to rind a coeILicient 

or multiple correlation or only .7'lll and. coefficient or partial 
correlation aI plus .3584, .3609, and .5458. 

It is not characteristic or these types of measures 
that trie multiple coeïxicient is the sum of the two or 
more partial correlation. 

It Is alwys trie case tnat, as more pertinent var- 
iables are Introduced, the standard error or estimate 
becomes smaller, and ttie coefficient of aultiple corre- 
lation larger. i 

T'ne customary procecture in education reseErcn for 
determinating whether or not an ooserved r is signilicant 
has been to comrute tne stanaard error of r, mIra, a'nd 
to describe the coefricient as signiiicant if it is more 
than 2.5 or 3 times the standard error. The formula 
used br 1r is 

2 or = I l-r 
(12) 

I 

However, according to Lindquist a more accur.te check upon 

tne value of minimum r can be comuted from tÌie table given on 

page 212 in his book. ccording to nis table the 12r34 or 

.3384 for rií'ty cases is significant because at the 5 level the 
essential r must be .279 or .361 at L6 level. 13r24 would also 
be significant as is 1r23 

1. Everet Lindqulst, Statistical Analysis iii Educational Research, 
(Boston; Houhton-iifrlirx, 1940 ), p. 10. 
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However a±ter couiputing the r o X1 and X5 and i'inding 

a correlation of only .1239, we can conclude that correlation 

between matiteivatical functional tiin.i±n and mechanical ability 

is not itiportant. 

We can riot make too positive statements about the iniluence 

01 the other ractor upon one another uecause nany possibilities 

can be analyzed and taken into consideration. The prediction 

can only be an estimate of what is true oi these particular 

pupils. 
Tue interpretation oi partial correlation coellicients 

has caused considerable difliculty in educational research. 
It should be recalled particularly that a correlation co- 
eflicient tells nothing whatever about the nature 01 the 
cause and eilect connections between variables. The fact 
that r AB is not equal to O may mean that A is in part 
caused by trie other, or that both are ir part caused by 
other and unspecified variables. The correlation coefil- 
dents in itseli provides no clue whatever as to wh1ci of 
these is tne correct explanation. The same Is true of 
partial correlation coefficients. 

Suppose, for example, that we compute r abc íor a 
group in which A represents the score on a reading test, 
B that on an arithmetic test, anO. C tiat on a general 
intelligence test. In the lirst place, we must recognize 
tnat the ractor which is 'neid constant is only the score 
on the intelligence test. Because of the unreliability in 
whatever the test measure. In tue second place, none of 
tne scores, Is a Pure or perfectly valid measure, even a- 
side from chance errors in measurement, oí the ability ii- 
plied in the title ai the test, but is partly a measure 0± 

many irrelevant factors whicn may or may not influence the 
scores on theother tests as well. In the third place, a 
good measure of general intelligence is in part a measure 
arithmetic ability and oi some of the factors involved in 
reading. In "holding constant" intelligence we may there- 
fore be holding constant more than we sioulä. In the 
iourtn place, we re rarely able to provide a very meaning- 
ful and exact description oi what each test is intendea to 
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measure, to say notning or what i acua11y does measure. 
In the fifth piace the observed r auc is subject to sampi- 
lug errors, and. may be verarkedky influenced by chance 
Iuctt1ons in the zero order r's. In iact, partial R's 

eau not possibly be very meaninguIi in1ess coputea from 
mucn iarer samples than nave usuaLLy teen employed ior 
t;is purpose In educational research. inally, there are, 
many otner Tactors, in addition to tnose measured by general 
intelligence test, which might in part account ±or the 
correlation between the scores on the arithmetic and read- 
ir...g test, and which have not been held constant in this 
analysis. Under ail of tee couiìon, lt would be fool- 
hardy indeed to attempt to say much, on the basis oÍ partial 
correlation, about the cause-and-eí±ect relationships be- 
tween the traits implied in the test title. 2 

It is apparent that a pupil with high intelligence, good rd- 
ing comprehension and a scientific bckgrounÛ wilJ. probably be 

more successful in a course of mathematics in which lunctional 

thinking Is stressed than one who has no ability in these apti- 

tudes. 

In this area it has been demonstrated that problem- 
solving ability is so closely related to:reading compre- 
hension that it is quite safe to assert that considerable 
improvement will be made in the ability in question by 
Improving the reading comprehension of the pupil. 3 

Mathematical success in the ninth çrade has beex predicted 
by marks iii arithietic, averages of all school grades, in- 
telligenc, and special prognosis tests, to the extent re- 
presented by correlation of .40-.YO. lvÎu.ch was expected of 
certain special prognostic tests which have been developed 
froi:i time to tiue, but these tests have been sowewhat 
isappointing. Tiieir failure to predict achievement more 

reliably has no doubt been due in large part to the presen 
of & variety of other factors wiiici condition achievement. 
They predict best when combined with other measures in a 
multiple correlation technic. 4 

Probably one who is guiding pupils of.this senool in the 

.iuture might study these abilities before pupils are placed In a 

2. Ibid., p. 251. 
3. op. (1it., Linaquist, p. 204. 
4. Ibid., p. 20b. 
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general matnematics course. Thus placing the more intelligent, 

becter reEders, and triose ol good scientiric backgroundina 

course tnat will stress more thln.king development and problems 

of material significance. This might help develop the power to 

see spacial relations, recognize the relationships between vary- 

ing quantities, interpret a mathematical statement or expression 

or dependence by telling gust now the one quantity depends upon 

the other and ability to express such relationsnips in mathema- 

tical language or symbols. 

Tests of' mental ability may, trían, oe useo. to great advantage 
in improving grade ana section placement. ... .i.Ìie less in- 
telligent crildren siiould not be advised to tace college 
preparatory work; he gifted cîuildren should be especially 
urged to obtain such an advanced education. In trie junior 
high scnool these cnildren should oe given worK in practi- 
cal manual training or in the domestic arts. It has been 
found that sucr. guidance tends to cut d.own the number of 
failures by keeping the duller cìiildren away from such 
subjects as Latin and a1gebr, in which they would be like- 
ly to fail; lt holds the children in school, and oft trie 
streets, ±onger because they are given work they cn do, 
and keeps such children contented and happy in their school 
work so tney remain in the senool atmosphere during tne 
important period oi adolesence. 5 

5. Sidney L. Pressey and Luella Pressey, Introduction to Use 
Standard Test, (new York : World Boo. Coiìpany, 1922), . 176. 



APPEIwIX A 



TABLE I 

OMPUTTI0N OF PRODuCT SUÌS REQUIRED FOR MEASURES OF RELATIONSHIP BE- 
¶IWEEN MAThEMATICAL EUTNCtONAL ThINKING ABILITY, INTELLIGENCE, 

READING COMPREHENSION, SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND, AND MECHAN- 
ICAL ABILITY OF 50 TIGARD HIGH SCHOOL FRESHMAN 

Student Wathematical Intelligence Reading Scienti- Mechanical 
Thnctiona1 Comprehen- fic hack- Ability 
Thinking sion ground 
Ability 

xl x2 X;5 X4 X5 

64 102 '/1 56 

77 107 b5 64 

15 102 48 61 

¿î 23 9 4 50 

77 lO]. 71 5ö 67 

6 57 los 67 66 

7 er,; 113 63 68 

B 85 110 8 68 62 

9 83 114 ci 90 

lo 0 105 74 45 66 

11 43 109 50 4 

12 30 124 75 70 46 

l t6 118 68 42 

14 18 112 74 50 46 

15 45 109 76 48 

16 56 112 73 60 

17 45 122 77 BO 
12 

18 85 112 77 64 66 

19 74 110 66 

20 126 74 80 22 

21 83 126 88 83 69 

22 45 
116 

27 64 70 oO 



Student X1 X2 

TABLE I (continued) 

X3 X4 X5 

23 91 12-6 3 ?2 

24 32 11? 81 86 
52 

Ç 

52 118 80 88 58 

98 128 72 42 42 

15 108 52 66 59 

32 1Z 77 38 52 

18 '84 3, ô4 63 

71 86 59 72 
67 

64 115 76 

15 109 47 

32 66 65 32 

15 '86 47 61 

45 :85 46 6Y 43 

41 ':95 56 

41 100 
62 

94 98 57. 
40 

32 10? 62 68 

32 93 71 67 

41 41 100 59 /8 60 

42 83 64 34 

18 rjc 90 

74 12 88 70 60 

43 1ß0 53 4 54 

46 4r/ lib 76 bE 49 

47 69 1' y. 66 69 

48 55 1141 80 t.4 60 
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Student 

49 

50 

Total 

TABLE I (continueã) 

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 

11 108 66 48 47 

74 104 80 65 47 

2545 5358 3334 3012 2779 

29 



TABLE II 

Student X X1X2 1jX3 X1X4 

i 4906 652b 4544 3392 

2 5929 8329 oo 4928 33e8 

3 225 J_530 1035 7200 915 

5929 22'/ 1127 1150 

7569 77y./ 5467 42fl 19 

6 7569 3996 2470 2442 17/6 

7 7225 93j_ 5481 5916 52O 

e 6889 93b0 5780 5'7b0 6170 

9 3699 9462 5395 73'ÏO 482 

.Lo 2394 6i00 444Q P760 3960 

11 6499 5332 :3264 2400 2353 

12 36 9920 7600 60O 3680 

13 324 608 4Q 252 294 

14 2025 2016 1492 90:0 828 

J_5 3136 4895 3490 2160 2655 

16 2025 6372 4Q 360 2968 

17 7225 5040 3465 3600 2385 

1$ b4'/6 986 6545 5440 5279 

19 9206 8288 5994 4884 4884 

20 6889 11/12 7104 760 9120 

21 2025 9130 7304 7704 1826 

22 8281 b6?O 280 3150 2700 

23 1024 11466 6643 6552 5733 

24 b92 3644 2h93 1920 1664 

25 2'/04 12544 4±69 4472 3016 

26 9604 1620 7056 8624 4±16 
1620 780 630 8d5 

27 225 



TABLE ii (continued) 

Stuaent XiX3 11X4 X,X5 

2H 1024 4160 2460 630 1664 

29 342 15±2 594 684 ±J-34 

30 504± 6106 4189 4;:34 4757 

31 4096 '36O 4864 4698 3648 

32 225 1635 795 8?? 67b 

33 1024 2112 14e0 ±661 736 

34 225 3725 705 900 915 

35 2025 3825 2070 1710 28c0 

1681 3'/b 2296 2469 1763 

3? 8836 4100 2255 1804 2173 

3h 1024 3424 1985 6392 5828 

39 1681 3136 1984 1600 2180 

40 6889 4100 2272 2048 2186 

41 423 7958 2419 1132 2047 

42 5476 14y4 5312 6474 4150 

43 fl49 880 612 612 846 

44 2u9 4300 6412 5180 6660 

45 3600 5O5 7220 1O6 2580 

46 305 7140 3572 2444 251e 

47 121 6370 4560 3960 2940 

48 5476 4324 9305 2970 3795 

49 1024 7696 880 528 660 

SC) 1691 1J.88 4884 4736 3488 

Total 1/1159 288090 181783 168818 149058 
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TABLE III 

Student X X2)3 12X4 X2X 

L 10404 742 5712 5406 

2 ±J_449 6955 6828 4708 

z 10404 7038 4896 6222 

4 9801 935L 4950 3861 

5 10201 7171 5656 6767 

6 11664 7236 . 7128 5184 

7 21769 7119 7684 6780 

8 12100 7480 7489 6820 

9 12996 '1510 926v 6156 

10 11025 ?7'lO 4839 695' 

il 11b1 7412 5459 5341 

12 15476 900 8689 3470 

13 13924 8024 4956 4782 

14 12554 8488 6599 5I-52 

15 11881 8284 5232 6431 

16 12544 81'16 6689 5936 

17 12544 8624 8960 5936 

18 13456 8932 7424 /192 

19 12544 9072 7392 9549 

20 14884 9028 9769 24x0 

21 12100 9680 9680 7560 

22 15876 8064 8620 7938 

23 15876 9098 9072 6084 

24 13689 9477 7020 6844 

25 13924 9440 10148 5376 

26 16384 5716 11264 5376 

11664 9216 4536 6372 
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TABLE i. (continued) 

Student x X2X3 X2X4 X2X 

2A 16900 10010 8580 6700 

29 7056 .2772 3192 5272 

30 7396 5074 4644 5762 

al 13225 5740 8280 6555 

ZE 11181 5123 632 4905 

33 4356 4320 3432 14±8 

34 0 7396 4042 3160 5256 

35 7225 39±0 3210 5440 

36 '025 5700 405 

3? 10000 5500 4400 5300 

38 604 5684 6664 6076 

39 11449 6623 5350 420 

40 9604 6958 6272 6664 

41 10000 5900 5600 6/00 

42 9216 6144 7488 4801 

43 6889 6822 2822 3901 

44 1-400 9560 8400 9800 

45 10000 5300 4299 6000 

46 132b 5740 5980 6215 

47 J.4146.L 8044 7154 5831 

48 12996 8094 6156 7866 

49 11664 8094 5184 659 

50 10816 8640 6656 4888 

Total 
57168b 3;j6900 326564 298088 
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TABLE 1V 

Student X x3x4 

i 5041 3976 3763 

2 4225 4169 2860 

3 4761 331" 4209 

4 2401 245G 1011 

5 5041 3950 4757 

6 4489 3076 3216 

7 3969 4422 3789 

8 4225 4284 4216 

9 5476 4624 3510 

10 4624 5850 4888 

11 5625 3404 3332 

12 4624 3400 3404 

13 4576 5250 4484 

5776 2856 3859 

15 5329 
3r/tJO 4081 

16 5020 3648 4774 

17 soo 430 5346 

18 6561 6160 7030 

19 5376 4928 1936 

20 774 5346 3840 

21 4096 5920 

5329 7754 4202 

23 6561 4480 4640 

24 6400 5256 2024 

25 5161 4860 3068 

26 6200 6880 3780 

27 5184 6236 3510 
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TABLE IV (continued) 

Student 4 x3x4 x3x5 

5929 5082 4004 

29 108' ii254 2079 

30 3411 3186 3953 

31 5776 5472 4332 

32 209 2724 2115 

33 4225 3380 1495 

34 2209': 2820 2867 

35 2lìC. 1748 2844 

36 3136 3360 2408 

37 3025 2420 4828 

38 3364 3944 3953 

39 3844 3100 3200 

40 5041 444 1598 

41 3481 3068 V920 

42 4096 4992 3180 

43 1156 1156 4104 

44 7744 6160 7920 

45 2809 2260 3180 

46 5776 3952 4104 

47 5776 5016 3724 

48 5041 3824 4b99 

49 6400 3840 2880 

50 4356 42x4 2008 

Total 22969? 205188 18199 
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TABLE V 

Student X4X5 

1 3136 2968 

2 4096 2816 

3 2304 228 

4 2500 1959 

5 3136 3725 

6 4356 3168 

7 4624 4980 

8 2624 4456 

9 8110 4869 

10 2116 3136 

11 2500 2459 

12 4900 29 

13 1764 3958 

14 2500 2399 

15 2304 2837 

16 3600 3180 

17 6400 4249 

18 2096 3968 

19 4356 4356 

20 6400 7699 

21 7744 1936 

22 4900 4x99 

23 5184 4536 

24 3600 3J.0 

25 7396 4988 

26 7755 3696 

27 1764 2478 
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TABLE V (continueci) 

Student 

2'-) 1444 2394 

30 2916 3b.L8 

31 184 4104 

32 3364 26±0 

33 2/04 1196 

34 3600 3660 

35 1444 2432 

36 3600 2b80 

37 1936 232 

38 4624 4216 

39 2500 2000 

40 40'36 4352 

41 2704 2284 

42 6084 3900 

43 llbb 1598 

44 4900 6300 

45 1164 2b20 

46 2'í04 2808 

4,i' 43b6 2234 

2916 3726 

49 204 2880 

50 9042 3008 

Total 190786 1647i. 



TABLE VI 

Student 
2 

15 

1 2809 

2 .1936 

3 3721 

4 1521 

5 4489 

6 2304 

7 3600 

8 3844 

9 29.16 

10 4356 

11 2401 

12 2116 

13 2401 

14 2116 

15 3481 

16 2809 

17 2809 

18 3844 

19 4356 

20 9025 

21 484 

22 3600 

23 3969 

24 2704 

25 3364 

26 1764 

27 3481 



TABLE VI (continued) 
2 

Student 

2704 

29 3969 

30 44b9 

31 3249 

2025 

3 529 

34 3721 

35 4096 

36 1849 

3? 2809 

38 3844 

39 1600 

40 4624 

41 4489 

42 2500 

43 221)9 

44 8100 

4c 3600 

46 2916 

4? 2401 

4 4761 

3600 

50 2209 

Total 162513 
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APPENDIX B 



TEST OF SCIENTIFIC BACKGRO1JD 

Each statement in this test is followed by four alterna- 
tive answers, ol whicn oriy ON is correct. Underline trie 

wordE or word that you regard as being correct. 
1. Trie icin(i.iing temperature of a substance is the temperature 

at which it: 
(a) breaks into small particles, 
(b) catcnes fire, 
(c) cnanges from gas to liquid, 
(d) increases number ol molecules. 

2. }ielluni is used in balloons instead of hydrogen because it: 
(a) aoesnTt ourn, 
(b) is more abunuant, 
(c) burns, 
Cd) is active. 

3. When air is released from an automobile tire, the surrounding air is: 
(a) heated, 
(b) hardenéd, 
(c) òooled, () turned into liquid. 

4. A siphon is used lor: 
(a) stopping street cars, 
(b) moving liquids, 
(c) putting gas in balloons, 
(d) controlling a dirigible. 

5. Air can hold more moisture when it is: 
(a) still, 
(b) colder, 
(e) warmer, 
(d) sorter. 

6 . Dew is water vapor tnat has: 
(a) come out of plants, 
(b) been warmed, 
(e) condensed trom air, 
(a) settled from clouds. 

7. Tne òooling eliect observed when a person who is perspiring is 
exposed to moving air is due to: 
(a) being too hot, 
(b) blood riovenient, 
(e) evaporation, 
(d) air pressure. 
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8. In the air near it a fire increses the amount of: 
(a) carbon dioxide, 
(h) oxygen, 
(c) hydrogen, 
(a) nitrogen. 

9. The kind o wood used in most model airplanes is: 
(a) poplar, 
(b) balsa, 
(e) maiiogny, 
(d) pine. 

10. The curve of an airplane wing: 
(a) aids trie speed of the moto 
(b) produces less vibration than other forms, 
(ó) gives lift to the plane, 
(d) makes night flying safe. 

U. To land an airplane, lt should be flown: 
(a) in the direction of travel, 
(b) with the wind, 
(e) across the field, 
(d) against the wind. 

12. The boiling point of water on the centigrade thermoneter is: 
(a) 100 degrees C. 
(b) 4 degrees C. 
(c) 212 degrees F. 
(d) 273 degrees C. 

13. In the process celled ___________, water is sprayed into 
the air to help destro:: germs present. 

(a) distillation, 
(ii) aeration, 
(e) iilltration, 
(d) air conditioning. 

14. A small calorie is the amount oí ieat necessary to raise tite 
temperature 01 a gram of water: 

(a) 54 degrees C. 
(b) 4 degrees C. 
(e) I degree C. 
(u) 12 degrees C. 

15. A pond ireezes iii wiiiter: 
(a) fro north end to tite soutLl, 
(b) froui bottoni up, 
(e) front the middle in all directions, 
Cd) fro the top down. 
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16. Glaciers are ccposed mainJ.y of 
(a) salt, 
(b) rock, 
(c) soil, 
(d) ice. 

17. Of the following, the comiioriest cause of erosion is desert 
region is: 
(a) plants, 
(b) wind, 
(e) vapor, 
(a) gas. 

18. At room temperature oxygen in tue atmosphere is a: 
(a) solid, 
(b) liquid, 
(e) vapor, 
(d) gas. 

19. A wuch used fireprooi material is: 
(a) alenhol, 
(b) asbestos, 
(e) shellac, 
(a) asphalt. 

20. A form of energy released by.oxidation in the human body is: 
(a) gravity, 
(b) li'ht, 
(ô) sound, 
(a) heat. 

21. The solid material remaining arter a wood rire is trie: 

(a) fuel, 
(b) ash, 
(e) carbon dioxide, 
(ci) black dirt. 

22. In order to radiate heat readily an object should be colored: 
(p) white, 
(b) red, 
(e) black, 
(d) silver. 

23. One the greatest dangers from poor electric wiring or poor 
insulation 01 wires in homes is 
(a) fuse, 
(b) short circ'1t, 
(e) lightning, 
(a) humidity. 

24. One or three things essential 
it is a supply of: 
(a) 11ht, 
(b) oxygen, 
(e) nitrogen, 
(d) sound. 
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2b. The thermometer scale most commonly use1 in American homes 
is: 

(a) absolute, 
(b clinical, 
Cc) Fahrenheit, 
(d) Reamur. 

2. The presence or molten rocks in the eartn. is shown by: 
(a) cyclones, 
(o) volcanoes, 
(e) tornadoes, 
(a) chanin seasons. 

2?. In tne transIor!1aticn 01 rocks, linestone is changed into.: 

(a) graphite, 
(b) lossil,, 
(c) slate, 
(à) marble. 

28. The principal element in grathite and hard. coal is: 

a) bituiuinous, 
(b) carbon, 
(e) calcium carbonate, 
(a) oxyger. 

29. Plant and animal preserved in rocks are called: 

(a) fossils, 
(b) phospates, 
(e) terraces, 
(d) flood plains. 

30. k study of the composition o matter is celled: 

(a) physics, 
(b) chemistry, 
(C) biölogy, 
(d) materalism.. 

31. Chemists have found that there are about diirerent elements: 

(a) 34 to 40, 
(b) 60, 
(C) 20, 
(à) 92. 

32. The smallest unit of any given element taking part in a 

chemical change is known as: 
(a) a moJcule, 
(b) an atom, 
(c) a calorie, 
(à) an element. 
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33. According to the electron theory an atom oÍ an element consists of: 

(a) a compound, 
('o) a single unit, 
(o) an electric charge, 
(d) electrons and protons. 

34. Obects at rest have: 
(a) inertia, 
(b) velocity, 
(e) power, 
(d) efteciency. 

35. Mechanical worK done in lifting objects is measure! by multply- 

Ing the quantlty oi iiiatter raised by: 
(a) volume, 
(o) distance, 
(c) friction, 
(d) size. 

36. very plant or animal starts its individual life as: 
(a) a 

(b) an or..x., 
(e) a single cell, 
(a) a nucleus. 

37. The actual living substance in all cells is called: 
(a) photosynthesis, 
(jb) proteins, 
(c) protoplasm, 
Cd) cythoplasm. 

3. One dilference between living machines and non-living machines 
is that only living machines: 
(a) move, 
(b) use energy, 
(o) repair themselves, 
(a) need iuel. 

39. The energy oÍ' all living thiris canbe traced to: 

(a) brcteria, 
(b) sunI1gt, 
(e) soil, 
(d) water. 

40. Potential energy oi waterrall is that due to: 

(a) position, 
(b) wotion, 
(c) resistance, 
(d) sound. 

41. The Í'act th.t certain characteristics appear in a species 
generation after generation is known as: 
(a) uniformity, 
(b) heridity, 
(e) variation, 
(d) natural selection. 
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42. Tiie goou or trie bad habits that a person acquires in nis 

lifetime: 
(a) are inherited by his children, 
('b) cross over, 
(e) reappear in the grandchildren, 
(d) have no influence on the children's inrieritance. 

4. The most serious eliect oi alcohol is on the: 

(a) Mucous membrane, 
(b) stomach ad lungs, 
(e) brain anä nerves, 
(a) muscular system. 

44. The main resori why animal íood should be cooked is: 

(a) to make it look more appetizing, 
(h) to make it easily digested, 
(c) to make it teste better, 
(d) to make it tender. 

45. Much protein is round in: 

(a) eggs, 
(b) starch, 
Cc) celery, 
(a) water. 

46. In magnetism like poles: 
(a) attract, 
(b) repel, 
(e) rre neutrel, 
(a) conduct. 

47. Gasoline trucks are often equiped with a short chain which 
drags on the ground at the rear of the truck. This is to: 

(a) discharge static electricity, 
('b) gain energy from contact with the pavement, 
(e) create magnetism, 
Cd) complete a circuit. 

48. The unit of electric current is: 

(a) ohm, 
(b) watt, 
(e) ampere, 
(d) ion. 

49. Ì dry cell Is so called because: 
(e) all igredients are absolutely dry, 
(b) it has not liquid electrolyte, 
Cc) outside wrapper is paper, 

(d) only works in a dry climate. 

50. The device that converts electric.l energy into mechanical 

energy Is: 
(a) motor, 
(b) dynamo, 
(e) traiiformer, 
(d) electromagnet. 
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